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Abstract 

In this paper, an approach for the causal transient simulation of the sampled frequency-domain data in a modified nodal 
analysis (MNA) framework has been proposed. The causality of the transient results has been explicitly enforced from the port-
to-port propagation delay, which has been extracted from the frequency data. Results demonstrating the accuracy of the proposed 
approach have been presented. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Transient simulation using frequency-domain parameters is an accurate and memory- and time-efficient approach for mod-

eling interconnects with frequency-dependent electrical properties [1]- [3]. In some applications, a part of the geometry is 
characterized by frequency-domain parameters and the rest is characterized by a SPICE-like circuit. For instance, while 
cosimulating power -supply noise in the power distribution networks (PDN) of the chip and the package, the on -chip PDN 
is usually characterized by a distributed equivalent circuit, and the package PDN is usually characterized by a frequency-
domain data. In such instances, the transient simulation engine should integrate the frequency-domain data with the rest of the 
SPICE circuitry. Also, since the geometry characterized by the frequency-domain data can be electrically long, the propagation 
delay of a signal through the geometry cannot be ignored. In some cases, when the propagation delay is not correctly captured, 
the switching noise can be estimated inaccurately [2]. Therefore, developing a causal transient simulation engine that can take 
in both the frequency-domain data and the SPICE-like circuit is important. 

A transient simulation approach that takes in band-limited scattering parameters (S-parameters) for analyzing lossy trans-
mission lines terminated with linear/nonlinear sources/loads has been proposed in [1]. To enable time-domain simulation, the 
scattering parameters are converted to time domain using the inverse discrete fourier transform (IDFT). At each time step 
of transient simulation, the port voltages and currents are obtained through a numerical convolution. In [2], the technique 
proposed in [1] has been used to simulate power-supply noise in the package signal and power distribution networks (PDN) 
characterized by band-limited S-parameter data. Since the power planes and the signal lines in the package are electrically 
long, the propagation delay through them cannot be ignored. In [2], a technique that correctly captures the propagation delay 
between the ports has been presented. This technique enforces causality (i.e., models propagation delay) of the transient results 
only with the knowledge of the S-parameters and without any knowledge of the geometry that is being characterized by these 
S-parameters. However, the formulation presented in [2] requires computing reflection and transmission coefficients looking 
out of each port. These coefficients can be easily computed when the ports are terminated with simple circuits such as a 
complex linear load or a nonlinear source. However, if the ports are connected to a complicated SPICE-like circuit, then the 
reflection and transmission coefficients cannot be easily computed. Therefore, in such instances, the formulation in [2] cannot 
be applied and has to be extended. 

In this paper, the formulation presented in [2] has been extended to cosimulate the S-parameter data of a subnetwork with 
the SPICE-like netlist of the rest of the network. The new formulation integrates the formulation in [1], [2] for the subnetworks 
that are characterized by frequency-domain data with the modified nodal analysis (MNA) formulation [4] of the rest of the 
network. Since the rest of the network including the port terminations are accounted for in the MNA formulation, there is no 
need to compute the reflection and transmission coefficients looking out of each port. The new formulation is more general 
than the formulation in [2] and can be used to simulate subnetworks that are characterized by frequency-domain data with the 
rest of the network that is characterized by a SPICE-like netlist. 

The authors of [1] have also integrated their formulation in a MNA framework in [3]. However, unlike in [1], the S-
parameters are modeled by reduced-order rational functions. As a result, the convolution can be computed semi-analytically 
and recursively. Recursive convolution helps in reducing the time complexity of convolution from super-linear to linear run 
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Fig. 1. Two-port S-parameter network terminated with a voltage source at port 1 and a resistor at port 2. 

time in the number of time steps. However, in a rational-function based approach, computing the coefficients of the numerator 
and denominator polynomials of the rational function requires solving ill-conditioned matrices, which can compromise the 
accuracy of the transient simulation. Also, the maximum number of ports that can be simulated using rational function-based 
approaches are usually very small (< 40 ports). On the other hand, the new formulation proposed in this paper does not fit 
any rational functions, and hence, is not plagued by inaccuracy issues associated with the rational function-based approaches. 
Also, the number of ports that can be simulated is large (> 100 ports, see [2]). 

The rest of the paper is organized is as follows. In Section II, the formulation integrating the frequency-data in a MNA 
framework is described. In Section III, the technique for enforcing causality is explained. In Section IV, the results demonstrating 
the accuracy of the proposed approach are shown. Finally, in Section V, the conclusions of this paper are reported. 

II. FORMULATION 
In this section, the formulation for integrating the frequency-domain data in the NINA framework is described. For simplicity, 

the formulation is described for a 2-port example shown in Figure 1. In Figure 1, n i  denotes node i, p i  denotes port i, R.9  
denotes the source resistance, R1 denotes the load resistance, v 9  (t) denotes the time-varying voltage source, [5]„, , „,,,  denotes 
the band-limited S-parameters characterizing the subnetwork with Ar i, ports, i v, (t) denotes the current through voltage source 
at time t, and i'(t) denotes the current entering p i  at time t. Let ai(t) and bi (t) denote the voltage waves entering and leaving 
port i at time t , respectively. Let At be the time step, w be the angular frequency, T(t) = [ x i  (t) x 2 (t) ]/, X(w) denote 
the continuous fourier transform of j-7(t), .71r/] = T(nAt), X denote a matrix and Xii  denote the element corresponding to 
row i and column j in X. If Zo is the characteristic reference impedance, Yo  = 1/Zo, vi  is the voltage at node i, and v" is 
the voltage at port i, then 

	

= 	— b(t)) , 	 (1) 

and 

	

vP(t) = 	b(t). 	 (2) 

Let the symbol '*' denote linear convolution, and let 	be defined numerically as 

x(t) g(t) = E x[n — rrilg[m]At. 	 (3 ) 
7r1=-1 

When the relation 73(w) =.(ci.,) -T4(w) is converted to time domain through inverse fourier transform (IFT), which is computed 
numerically from IDFT, T1 and b can related through convolution: 

	

b(t) = s(t) a(t). 	 (4) 

When the definition in (3) is employed in (4), ii[nl and b[nj can be related as 

	

:[0]Ata[n] 	b[n] = h[n], 	 (5 ) 

where 
n-1 Np 

h i  [n] = 	s,, 	— Trda.,[m] At. 	 (6) 
?n=1 j=1 

The time complexity of computing h i  directly from (6) for all N time steps is 0(N,N,2 ). However, this complexity can be 
reduced to (9(Np Nt  log(Np )) using fast convolution methods, as described in pi. 

The port voltages vP and iP can be related through (5) using (1) and (2). To relate .uP and iP to v9 , MNA of the rest of the 
network is performed. MNA requires solving the Kirchoff's current laws (KCL) of all the nodes with the Kirchoff's voltage 
laws for all the voltage sources and the inductors. The KCLs at n i , n2 , and n3  and the KVL for v„ are given, respectively, by 

	

vi(t) —v2(t) + 	(t) = 0, 

	

v2(t)—vi(t) 	it:( t ) 	0 ,  

(t) = 0, and 2 

Vi(t) = V,, ( t )• 

(7) 



Since the KCL at nodes that correspond to the ports depends on iP, which is still a unknown, (see the KCL at n 2  and n3 in 
(7)), the KCs and the KVLs in the MNA should be solved along with (1), (2), and (5). This solution is possible at each time 
step as us (t) and the term h i (t) are known at the time. From the solution, the voltages at all nodes, including the voltage at 
the ports, can be computed at each time step. If the number of equations from MNA is Al (in the example above, Al = 4), 
then size of the system to be solved is is (Al + 2N p ). 

III. CAUSALITY ENFORCEMENT 
The transient result from the formulation described in Section II cannot strictly capture the port-to-port propagation delay 

if the impulse responses are computed from the actual hand-limited S-parameters [2]. For a causal result, the port-to-port 
propagation delay has to be enforced explicitly in the transient solution. The extraction of the port-to-port propagation delay 
and the technique for enforcing this delay in the transient solution are described in detail in [2] and in brief below. The idea 
is based on the fact that for a causal signal, the real and imaginary parts of the signal in frequency domain are related through 
Hilbert transform relationship [5]. 

If 7-; 7  is the propagation delay between ports pi  and p.) , then the transfer function S, i (w) of any generalized linear-phase 
system [5] between p i  and pi can be decomposed as the product of its minimum-phase and all-pass components [5]: 

(,-') 	I'd Tii 
	

(8) 

where 1 = \/-1, 	(n.7) is the minimum-phase component of Si, (w), and 	T" is its all-pass component. In time domain, 
(8) can be expressed as 

(t) = 	(t 	Tij). 
	 ( 9 ) 

If the decomposition in (8) is available, then causality can be enforced in the transient solution by using smi „(t) instead of(t) 
in (4) - (??) and by zeropadding the transfer impulse response, s i„,„,,(t), between p, and pi  for t < 	The decomposition 
in (8) can be obtained as follows. The magnitude of Smin„ (w), 	(w) 1, is obtained from (8) as 

I smin, Go = 	 (10) 

The phase of Smi „,, (.4 arg (Smin„  (w)), can be computed from 	(n))1 through the Hilbert transform relationship [5]: 

arg 	(;,2)) = 	f log ( Sii(10)0 cot ( 	2  f° ) ri0 , 	 (11) 

where P is the Cauchy principal value. Therefore, 	(w) can be computed from (10) and (11) as 

Smitlo (w) -= 1Smin, 3  ( 0) 
earg(S,,i,, (w))1 . 	 (12) 

Knowing S,„ 1 „,, (6.7) from (12), Tai  can be computed from (8) as 

Sii(c.J) 
(13) --

I 
arg 	 

Cc1 	Sm S, (W) ) 

IV. RESULTS 

In this section, the accuracy of the proposed approach and the effect of not modeling causality correctly on signal integrity 
computations are demonstrated. The first test setup is as shown in Figure 2(a) in which the two-port subnetwork characterizes 
a transmission line, the voltage source is a one-volt step, RE  = 0 S2 , and R 1  = 25 S2. The S-parameters of the transmission 
line are obtained from 0-10 GHz using Agilent ADS. The step response at p2  (see Figure 2(a)) is computed with and without 
enforcing causality. These two results are compared with the results from ADS and are shown in Figure 2(b-c). From Figure 
2(b), it can be seen that the step response calculated without enforcing causality using the proposed approach matches well 
with the response calculated from ADS (the ADS results were obtained with the 0-10 GHz S-parameters data rather than with 
the transmission line model). This match demonstrates the accuracy of formulation that integrates the S-parameters in a MNA 
framework without enforcing causality. However, the step responses calculated both from the ADS and from the proposed 
approach without applying causality do not model the propagation delay: the step source is zero until 2.5 ns (see Figure 2(a)); 
the propagation delay through the line is 3 ns; therefore, the step response at p2 should ideally be zero until 5.5 ns (= 2.5 ns 
+ 3.5 ns); however, the responses from ADS and from proposed approach without enforcing causality appear at the far end of 
the line well before 5.5 ns (see Figure 2(b-c)). However, when the propagation delay is extracted and the causality is enforced 
following the description in Section III, the step response at p2 is zero until 5.5 ns and follows a typical step response. This 
situation repeats every time (for example, at t = 11.5 ns and 17.5 ns in Figure 2(b)) a new reflected wave arrives at p 2 , as 
can be seen in Figure 2(b). This result demonstrates both the accuracy of the proposed approach in capturing the port-to-port 
propagation delay and the accuracy of the overall formulation. 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the accuracy of causal transient simulation. 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of effect of causality on the eye opening. 

The second test setup consists of two coupled microstrip transmission lines referenced to a nonideal power-ground plane 

pair, as shown in Figure 3(a). The near ends of the lines are excited by a pseudo-random voltage source to simulate the output 

of a switching driver. The output voltage at the far end of one of the lines is computed using the formulation proposed in 

Section II. The two transmission lines and the power-ground plane pair are characterized by S-parameters between 0-2.5 GHz. 

The terminations are accounted for using the MNA. A bit in the pseudo-random sequence consists of a pulse with a rise time 

of 0.5 ns, a fall time of 0.5 ns, a peak time of 0.4 ns, and a period of 1.8e-9 ns. In this sequence, bit 0 represents 0 V and bit 

1 represents 3.3 V. The eye pattern at the far end of the transmission lines and the eye opening are computed both with and 

without enforcing causality and are shown in Figure 3(b-c). From Figure 2(b-c), the eye opening without and with causality 

are observed to be 2.416 V and 2.559 V, respectively. Thus, without enforcing causality, there is an artificial closure of 142 

mV. This result serves to demonstrate the effect of not enforcing causality stlictly on signal integrity computations such as the 

eye diagram. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

A causal transient simulation approach that integrates the frequency-domain data in a modified nodal analysis framework 

has been proposed. The transient results are made causal by extracting the port-to-port propagation delay from the frequency 

data and by enforcing this delay in the transient simulation. The accuracy of the proposed approach has been demonstrated. 

The proposed approach enables integrating the frequency-domain data of a subnetwork with any SPICE-like circuit of the rest 

of the circuitry. Since the proposed approach does not fit any rational functions to the transfer functions, the proposed approach 

would be accurate in the face of increasing number of ports and increasing bandwidth of the frequency data. 
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Summary & Future Work 
❑  Summary: 

Transient Simulation with S-parameters: 
Causal 
Scalable 
Includes arbitrary SPICE circuits. 

u  Future Work: 
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Data from Different Types of Systems 
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